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Abstract: Let T be the collection of finite dime:nsional tori, ? n the tori of dimension n or 
less, and L?’ the n-sphere. A complete shape classification for T-like Hauadorff continua, TV- 
like Nausdorff continua, and S%ke Hausdorff continua is obtained. If A$ is a 9 -like continuum, 
then there exists a unique compact coanscted abehan group having the same shape as M. If M is 
an sn-like Hausdorff continuum, then there exists :I unique compact comected abelian group 
GM of dimension 1 or less srrch that the (rz-t $-fold suspension of GM has the same shape as M. 
As a consequence of these results, every 9 n4!:ke Hausdorff continuum and every Sn4ike Hausdorff 
continuum has the shape of a anerric continuum. 
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compact connected abelian group. 
Borsuk initiated the study of the shape classific$ation problrm for cow 
tinua by proving that the shape of every plane continuum is completely 
ined bv the number of its complementary domains [ 11. . 
ontinua (i.e.; c ct connected Hausdorff spaces) hav 
classified as to shape, inc ing the solenoids [ 2, S,E ; the (n-sphere)-GI;e 
roje :tive glane-like me 
e classi%xtion oblem for several 
c]~as,,sificatior, is obtained Yor the ‘?-like continua, the Tn -like continua, 
the Sfl-like continuz. It is shown that If&f is a T-&e conti 
then there exists a uniqu ,: r,ompa<t connected abelian gr 
the same shape as M L altid that, it’f: M -+ N is a shape 
some Flike continuum A/, then f’induces a unique continuous homo- 
msirphism between thrz groups Gd,? and GN. If, in addition 
like, then dim GM < .n. It M is an P-like continuum, then 
a unique coTpact connected abeB lan group GJf with dim GM < I, such 
that C&e (rz - 1 )-fold suspension of GM has the same shape as A.!. Also, if 
f: M + IV is 3 shape map between two P-like Hausdorff continua, then 
f’induces a unique continuous homomorphism f* : G,r + GM. _. 
n catego::ical language, the full subcategory of the shape category 
of compact Zausdorff spaces determined by the T-like continua is 
equivalent o the category of con pact connected abelian groups with 
~nnfinnmllc hnpo,r?Grphisr,s. __,. ----Ys.mv *av *‘ Am logous statements hold for the T So 
hke continua, and the P-like continua. 
Fhere tie two somewhat surprising corollaries to these results. T 
shape classification of the Tn-lik~z continua coincides with the shape 
r;:lassification of the V-like metrdc ontinua; and the shape classiflca- 
tion of the P-like continua coincides with the shape classification of 
the, P-like nzetric continua. 
These corollaries suggest he fcllowi.rg definition and general question. 
A collection Vi: of continua is sail? io have the metric shape property pro- 
T\ridfzd that every Cm-like continuum has the shape of a metric continuum. 
Wh.icE-2 collections of metric continua have the metric shape property? 
I‘:xamples are provided vvhich show that if3n is the collection of finite 
c%nensional tori, the iP:!finite dim snsional metric torus, the collection of 
comectedl one dimensional polyhedra, or the suspension of the ordinary 
Cantor set, then 9X does uot have: the metric share propert\/. u 
The authors are indebted to rafessor J.B. Fugate arld to 
aIdeSi for helpful conversati 1s concerning this research. 
II spaces in t paper are 3sst.imed to be compact Hausdorff spaces 
trizable>i. PI cc;rztirauupn is a connected space. 
The authors have been inforned Y’i?*lt 1’.ofemr gd as recently obtaimd a 
81 
he mapping f’ i 
el -< denote a family of spaces. Then a space .X is s$d to 
be X-like if for each open covering 14 of X there is a space X, E x a 
rc-mapping from X on. to X, Is (AJo te. This definition is more Ig 
that given in [ 61 sbncc: the spaces X, E x are not required 10 
hedra.) 
By the shape category we mea:n the catlegory wh~~se objects are the 
compact Hausdorff spaces and whose morphisms are the shape maps (or 
shapings) described by Marde?M lin [ 7 1. AccorLGng to [ 41 and [ ‘71, this 
approach to sha.pe theory is equivallent to the ANR-systems approach 
developed by Ma&e%2 and Segal [9], aind to the axiomatic approach of 
Holsytyiiski [ 31. 
Following MardeSi6 [ ‘7 3, we denote by S the covariant shape functor 
from the homotopy caxgory es the Shape category having ihe fol\owir:g 
basic properties: (i) S(X) = X for each space X, (ii) if p : X + Y is c;3. con- 
tinuous functioli, then :;[s] is the unique shape map determined by the 
homotopy class [rp] 9 and (iii.) if Y is a metric ANR and f : Jr -3 Y is ZI 
shape map, then there exists a unique hsmotopy dass [VI of’maw fnx-n 
X to Y such that S[rp] = .f. It s&s.ou?‘.d be noted that therie are shal>e nsays 
in the shape category which are not images’ under S of any tromoto;py 
class of maps in the homotclpy category. Spaces x’ and Y2re said to ‘E 
of the same shape (ab’breviated Sh(X) = Sh(Y) if they are i:somorphic 
as objects in the shape category. 
We now list some knobvn results which will be referred to in the fc4low 
ing sections. 
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is a j&We dimensional torus, tend each bonding map z’, 42 continuous homo- 
mcrrphiw, If, in additiw, G is of finite dimension n, en the dimension 
of each factor space can be chosen ts Ee n, and G is met&able. 
ositi~)n 3 [ 4 f . If G and H are compact covenected abelian groups arzd 
f : G + N is a shape map, thelul there ex!sts a wiqtle humomorphism 
f * : G --i H such that S[$*] - f: Also, i’f’Sfi(G) = Sh(H), then: G and H are 
!somorphl;c as topologies? groups. 
The final prormition is an immediate corollary of the shape counti- 
nuity theorem in [ 7 1. 
OSi&iOll [7]. Let X be the limit of cm inve.ue system (X,; p,,,; A) 
and let Y be the limit of an in verse sys !em ( Yol ; qaarl; A) over the same 
index set A. If .for each a! E A, there e:\*ists a shoe isomorphism 
iLy : X,, + Y, such that i,o (S[pclu, 1) = c:S[q,J)o icyt, whenever or < Q’, 
then Sh(X) = Sh( Y). 
2. s dassification of torus4 
ecall that T denotes the colllectior-! of ali tmi’;e dimensional tori; and 
that T * denotes the tori of dimensiori n or less. Let $j (denote the col- 
lectialn of compact connected abelian :q=oups; and !e! $j IV dencte the 
compact connected abelian groups of dimension a or less. In this sec- 
tion wz clas:;ify as to shape all T-like continua and all t7Wke continua, 
as well as thl: shape maps between tlhem. Theorem 1 shows that this 
classification also applies to the, 9-likl: continua and thf:: $jn -like con- 
tinus. 
o A ConZtim4uiw is Wikr ( Yn -like) if and only ij’it is g-like . 
C 9” -like). 
e ( Tn -Me) con :inuum is S-like (1 9” -like). Sup- 
nxinuum. Then given an open cover- 
s ; A )5. urhere each T, is in 
is a T-like continwtm, the 
t i%(M) = Sh(G& and iM : 
roof of eorems 2 and 21). Assuming Theorem 2, the proof of Theorem 3 
is immediate, since, by Pro)position 3, there exists a unique homomorph-. 
ism Jf * : G 1M + GN such tkt SW*] = iN I> fo iG1 .
The proof of Theorem 2 wil1 be divided into tw3 part:,. “tie begin by 
proving the existence of thie unique group GM in se M is metkizcble. 
to Proposifion 11, M = lim (?$ pn n +r ;
*. Since Jp, ,+J: T,+I 
1, where T, E 7 for 
+ Tn is a sha -map between groctps 
in Q $ there exists a. uni:;,lc;: homs;norphivm pc,n +1 * : Tn_,.1 -+ TX! such t 
S[P n n+l *I =sb* n-4-1 ] by Proposition 3. Setting GM = lii_m (T,; pn n +! 
) i’t follows that’6, E 19, and by the shape continuity theorem: SW 
oposition 4, Sh(fi4) == Shl(G&. Uniqueness of GM follows from Proposi- 
tion 3. 
If M is not metrizable, then according to Proposition 1, Al z 1 
P t; A ), M here ead4 iXa 
thit (GM,; pa& 
1s ai @metrizable Y-like continuum 
I * A) is a web-de fined inverse: system 
(Note. We are using the fact that me have already pro1 J 
i ; elric continua.) 
roposition (4, show: 
are of the same shape, the luniquer!es 
is 5V-likz, then GM; E 
n 
In this section we classify as to shape the Sn4ike continua and the shape 
rn” ~1s ‘between them. The n-fold suspension of :s mapping f : X -+ Y fill 
be denoted by P*(j) : Za(X) + P(Y). 
ing to Proposition 2, th exist inverse systems G = 
‘1 and !I= (N,; 4fl n+l; ) of circle-groups such that 
N = l@H. Lettini P(G) = (C”(CJ; Cm@, R +1; 
ng similar nbtation, 
tems ass&ated 
be a map of ANR-sys- 
wi h (see 191). Since h, : xm(G,,,>) + 
~.!i~(~~) is a ma~#ping of i:m -I- l:t=spheres which is determined only up to 
homotopy i we can assume that h, = IF(h, *), where h, * : Gh(,,) --* N, 
denotes the unique hom~rn~}rp~tism such that degree (lrn*) = degree (Ii,,) 
(by the Hopf c~ass~ficat~~~n hecrem for maps of spheres). Now {!I,*): 6; 
--+ X-l is a mapping ain the usual 5ense) of inverse systems of groups, and 
the indriced mapping h * : G -+ N !s a homomorphism such that S[ P(Jz *) )= h. 
Let g* : G + M be any homo:norphism such that S[P(g*)] = h. Then 
(by an argument similar to the one for h*), g* induces a mapping of in- 
such that each gn * is a homomor- 
) is a map of systems 
associated with 
shape isomorphism. 
commutes. 
Proof of ThPorems and 5, Observe that Theorem 4, together with. the 
Lemma 1, implies Theorem 5, Since Theorem 4 has already been esta 
blished for wetric continua (see the pro& of Theorems 18 kind 1 Q in 
[9]), we conclude that both theorems are valid in the metric setting. 
Consequently, it suffices to establish Theorem 4 for arbitrary conti- 
nua. Since Al is an P-like continuum, A4 = lp (A&; p,,,; A), where exh 
factor space is a tnetrizable Sn -like continuum by Proposition 1. By ZIP 
plying the conclusions of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 to the metric cwtti- 
nua M, and the bonding maps partrt, we conclude that ( GJ,; pacut Y A ) is 
an inverse system of groups and homomorphisms. NOW e;RI = 
19 6~~; parcxl *; A ) is a group in 81; and, by the shape continuif,y thelao- 
rem, Proposition 4, Sh(Cn-l(GM)) = S&(M). Since I?“l(G,$ is a !rred’r*ir 
continuum (see Proposition 2), the uniqueness of GM follolvs from ~GIZ 
metric version of Theorem 4. 
c group GM is metrizable by roposition 2, and co 
is nnetrizable. 
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a 
lf 58 is a co.llection of s es, let ~5 (& >r denote the category w 
o’iljects are all &-like spat and whose morphisms are the shape 
n this section, 9 will denote the category of compact connected 
lian groups with conti uous homomorphisms, and p1 will denote the 
categ:ory of such groups of dimension tz or less. 
lE@ restating the results of the previous sections in categorical language, 
we find that fi) d ( Y) is equivalent o 9, (ii) J ( 9 “) is equivalent o 
0 ‘I, and (iii) ~5 (P) is equivalent o 8 1 for each natural number IL 
6. There is an equivdence qf categori;s $j + ( 9 ) weti 
!t the restriction 0j'F to $j 4 is an qtdivalence from n to d(V). 
roof. For a group G in Q , id F G = C, and for a homomorphism h in 
9 , let Fh = S[h] (i.e., F is essentially the shape functor). Using Theo- 
rems 2 and 3 it is easy to verify that ,F is full and faithful, and that for 
each object % in -4 ( 9) there exists an object G in $$ such that FG is 
isomorphic to X in d ( Y t (i.e., sh(C!) = Sh(X)). According to IS, 
Theorem 1 9 p. 9 11, F is an equivalence of categories. 
emrem 7. For each natural iftlmbt;r n, there is an equivalence of cate- 
pries F, : 9 1 + 3 (P). 
oaf. For a group G in 9 l, let F, CT = lP-1 [G), and forahomomorph- -. .- 
:isns h in g,tet F,h =S[Z*-lgh)] (Le., F, is essehtially the (n-1).fold 
suspensi0.n fuxtor followed by the shape functor). It follows from 
eorems 4 and 5 that Fz is full an:\ Faithful and that for each object X 
in $ (ZP) there exists an object G in 
% in J(P) (i.e. Sh( 
5” such that F,C is isomorphic to 
9 i ] ) l$ 
ccording to [ 5, Theorem 1, p. 
is an equivalence of categories. 
y i3. Fw each pair of natwal wmbers n and m, the categorl’es 
4 (Sn ) arm! 3 (Sin) are eqlrivalen t. 
mples irf metric continua 
tric continua which do KIN have the metri$z shape proipertjr. 
of me- 
le 1. Let ‘/r” denote the countable product of crircl.es, and let T* 
denote an uncountable product of circles. Then ?‘” is 11~” -like and Y-MU 
but Ta! does HO& have the shape of any metric continuum. To see this, 
observe that the first tech cohomology group (integer ;oefficienes) of 
P is uncountable. Since i?ech cohomology is a shape invariant [ 91 9 and 
every metric continuum has countable tech cohomology groups, it fol- 
lows that T’” does not have the shape of any metric continuum. Therefor 
IY and 7 do not have the metric shape property. 
xample 2. Let 7?iT denote the collection of all connected one dimensio- 
nal polyhedra, and le * CC denote the suspension of the ordinary &lantor 
set C. Let Q be an uncountable cardinai and define LCr = {O, l>\” (with :he 
product topology). Then CD is %‘Mke and X-like, however, CD daoes 
not have the shape of any metric continuum. This follows (as 3n Example 
1) from a eonsideration of the first tech cohomology group of’ Gi3. 
Questions. Does every finite collection of connected polvhe.dra shave the a . 
metric shape property? 
Does every collection of connected manifolds i:)f bounded dhaens~on 
have the metric shalli? property? 
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